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Owls
Rev. ed. of: Designing effective mathematics instruction / Marcy Stein, Jerry Silbert,
Douglas Carnine, 3rd ed., 1997.

Math Matters
While enjoying a innocent lakeside campout, five modern-day children are
transported back in time to the days of George Washington and other American
Revolutionary figures. Reprint.

Number Talks
Splitting things in half may seem like an easy thing to do, but when two siblings
and a pizza are involved, things can get messy. Children learn about fractions at
school but fractions are also an important part of everyday life outside the
classroom.In this riotous book, Stuart J. Murphy and G. Brian Karas introduce the
simplest of fractions, 1/2.

Teaching Student-Centered Mathematics
When her second-grade classmates become envious of the three students who are
going away during the winter vacation, the creative and ingenious Gooney Bird
Greene thinks of a geography activity to cheer them all up. 25,000 first printing.

Lemonade for Sale
Single User e-Book DVD for Teaching Student-Centered Mathematics, Grades K-3
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brings John Van de Walle's best-selling professional development series to life and
is designed for use by individual educators. The single user e-Book DVD gives
kindergarten through grade 3 pre-service and in-service teachers quick and easy
access to Teaching Student-Centered Mathematics: Grades K-3 along with
interactive tools for teaching and professional development resources. The single
user e-Book DVD includes one license, additional materials must be purchased
separately. Based on John Van de Walle's leading K-8 mathematics methods
textbook, Elementary and Middle School Mathematics, the professional
development e-Book series helps teachers develop a deeper understanding of the
mathematics they teach and is organized into three grade-band volumes. The
interactive e-Books bring the student-centered, problem-based approach to life
through embedded classroom videos, author interviews, virtual workshops and
more. The e-Books Series is professional development with John Van de Walle,
anywhere, anytime! The Single User e-Book DVD includes one license for use by an
individual educator. The printed book is sold separately. The grade-band e-Book
DVD allows you to click and: Observe lessons in action through video of classrooms
See excerpts from John Van de Walle's professional development sessions without
leaving the comfort of your home or school Hear John Van de Walle (late) speak
about the Big Ideas in every chapter through a series of personal interviews Access
tips and activities you can use in your classroom The e-Book DVD series is based
on the best-selling Van de Walle Professional Mathematics Series, which features:
Numerous problem-based activities in every content chapter are a fantastic
resource for in-service teachers. "Big Ideas" provide clear and succinct
explanations of the most critical concepts in K-3 mathematics. "Assessment Notes"
illustrate how assessment is an integral part of instruction and suggest the most
successful assessment strategies. Expanded lessons elaborate on one activity in
each chapter, providing techniques for creating step-by-step lesson plans for
classroom implementation. NCTM Stan dards appendices provide information on
the content and professional standards. Reproducible blackline masters provide
basic tools and copymasters for use in the classroom. Activities at a Glance chart
helps quickl

The Greedy Triangle
After learning that the father he never knew is Poseidon, God of the Sea, Percy
Jackson is sent to Camp Half-Blood, a summer camp for demigods, and becomes
involved in a quest to prevent a catastrophic war between the gods.

Patty Paper Geometry
Four kids and their sidekick, Petey the parrot, run a sometimes thriving lemonade
stand whose patrons include all kinds of wacky neighbors—even a juggler. They
create a bar graph to track the rise and fall of their lemonade sales. Illustrator
Tricia Tusa has imbued the story with her delightful sense of humor and has made
understanding bar graphs a breeze.

Georgia Math!
Gail Gibbons explores the mysterious world and workings of owls. She depicts
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numerous species of owls and discusses their biological similarities as well as their
differences. She portrays their ideal habitats, life styles, birth and development
and

Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book One: Lightning Thief,
The (Movie Tie-In Edition)
This edition of Swokowski's text is truly as its name implies: a classic.
Groundbreaking in every way when first published, this book is a simple,
straightforward, direct calculus text. It's popularity is directly due to its broad use
of applications, the easy-to-understand writing style, and the wealth of examples
and exercises which reinforce conceptualization of the subject matter. The author
wrote this text with three objectives in mind. The first was to make the book more
student-oriented by expanding discussions and providing more examples and
figures to help clarify concepts. To further aid students, guidelines for solving
problems were added in many sections of the text. The second objective was to
stress the usefulness of calculus by means of modern applications of derivatives
and integrals. The third objective, to make the text as accurate and error-free as
possible, was accomplished by a careful examination of the exposition, combined
with a thorough checking of each example and exercise.

The Highly Engaged Classroom
Give Me Half!
Smart implementation of the Common Core State Standards requires both an
overall understanding of the standards and a grasp of their implications for
planning, teaching, and learning. This Quick-Start Guide provides a succinct, all-inone look at * The content, structure, terminology, and emphases of the Common
Core standards for English language arts and literacy at the high school level. * The
meaning of the individual standards within the four ELA strands—Reading, Writing,
Speaking and Listening, and Language. * How the standards connect across
strands, grade bands, and content areas to help students develop the
communication and analytical skills essential for college and career readiness. *
The areas of the ELA standards that represent the most significant changes to
business as usual. Here, teachers and school leaders will find information they
need to begin adapting their practices to ensure all students master the new and
challenging material the standards present. A practical lesson planning process to
use with the Common Core, based on Classroom Instruction That Works, 2nd Ed., is
included, along with three sample lessons. LEARN THE ESSENTIALS OF THE
COMMON CORE The grade-level and subject-specific Quick-Start Guides in the
Understanding the Common Core Standards series, edited by John Kendall, are
designed to help school leaders and school staffs turn Common Core standards
into coherent, content-rich curriculum and effective, classroom-level lessons.

About Teaching Mathematics
Student engagement happens as a result of a teacher’s careful planning and
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execution of specific strategies. This self-study text provides in-depth
understanding of how to generate high levels of student attention and
engagement. Using the suggestions in this book, every teacher can create a
classroom environment where engagement is the norm, not the exception.

Saxon Math Intermediate 3
"The CAFE is an acronym for Comprehension, Accuracy, Fluency, and Expanding
Vocabulary. The book provides a framework and system for teaching reading
through these core components, and guides readers through the process of
responsive teaching"--

Antoine of Oregon
Banish math anxiety and give students of all ages a clear roadmap to success
Mathematical Mindsets provides practical strategies and activities to help teachers
and parents show all children, even those who are convinced that they are bad at
math, that they can enjoy and succeed in math. Jo Boaler—Stanford researcher,
professor of math education, and expert on math learning—has studied why
students don't like math and often fail in math classes. She's followed thousands of
students through middle and high schools to study how they learn and to find the
most effective ways to unleash the math potential in all students. There is a clear
gap between what research has shown to work in teaching math and what
happens in schools and at home. This book bridges that gap by turning research
findings into practical activities and advice. Boaler translates Carol Dweck's
concept of 'mindset' into math teaching and parenting strategies, showing how
students can go from self-doubt to strong self-confidence, which is so important to
math learning. Boaler reveals the steps that must be taken by schools and parents
to improve math education for all. Mathematical Mindsets: Explains how the brain
processes mathematics learning Reveals how to turn mistakes and struggles into
valuable learning experiences Provides examples of rich mathematical activities to
replace rote learning Explains ways to give students a positive math mindset Gives
examples of how assessment and grading policies need to change to support real
understanding Scores of students hate and fear math, so they end up leaving
school without an understanding of basic mathematical concepts. Their evasion
and departure hinders math-related pathways and STEM career opportunities.
Research has shown very clear methods to change this phenomena, but the
information has been confined to research journals—until now. Mathematical
Mindsets provides a proven, practical roadmap to mathematics success for any
student at any age.

Sir Cumference and the First Round Table
Acclaimed author Karen Hesse's Newbery Medal-winning novel-in-verse explores
the life of fourteen-year-old Billie Jo growing up in the dust bowls of Oklahoma.

Adding It Up
Learn how to make all sorts of pictures, from birds and fish to clowns and flowers,
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by using the simplest of shapes.

Teaching Student-Centered Mathematics - Grades 3-5
Whenever you are -- inside or outside -- there are shapes to discover. And with
Tana Hoban's help you will begin to see them. Look around. How many circles,
squares, stars, triangles, hearts, and rectangles can you see? They are
everywhere!

Open Middle Math
NOTE: Used books, rentals, and purchases made outside of Pearson If purchasing
or renting from companies other than Pearson, the access codes for the Enhanced
Pearson eText may not be included, may be incorrect, or may be previously
redeemed. Check with the seller before completing your purchase. Note: This is the
bound book only and does not include access to the Enhanced Pearson eText. To
order the Enhanced Pearson eText packaged with a bound book, use ISBN
0134081412. Helping students make connections between mathematics and their
worlds—and helping them feel empowered to use math in their lives—is the focus
of this widely popular guide. Designed for classroom teachers, the book focuses on
specific grade bands and includes information on creating an effective classroom
environment, aligning teaching to various standards and practices, such as the
Common Core State Standards and NCTM’s teaching practices, and engaging
families. The first portion of the book addresses how to build a student-centered
environment in which children can become mathematically proficient, while the
second portion focuses on practical ways to teach important concepts in a studentcentered fashion. The new edition features a corresponding Enhanced Pearson
eText version with links to embedded videos, blackline masters, downloadable
teacher resource and activity pages, lesson plans, activities correlated to the
CCSS, and tables of common errors and misconceptions. Improve mastery and
retention with the Enhanced Pearson eText The Enhanced Pearson eText provides
a rich, interactive learning environment designed to improve student mastery of
content. The Enhanced Pearson eText is: Engaging. The new interactive,
multimedia learning features were developed by the authors and other subjectmatter experts to deepen and enrich the learning experience. Convenient. Enjoy
instant online access from your computer or download the Pearson eText App to
read on or offline on your iPad® and Android® tablet.* Affordable. Experience the
advantages of the Enhanced Pearson eText along with all the benefits of print for
40% to 50% less than a print bound book. *The Enhanced eText features are only
available in the Pearson eText format. They are not available in third-party eTexts
or downloads. *The Pearson eText App is available on Google Play and in the App
Store. It requires Android OS 3.1-4, a 7” or 10” tablet, or iPad iOS 5.0 or later.

Calculus
The Glencoe Math Student Edition is an interactive text that engages students and
assist with learning and organization. It personalizes the learning experience for
every student. The write-in text, 3-hole punched, perfed pages allow students to
organize while they are learning.
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Navigating Through Number and Operations in Grades 6-8
Ed Emberley's Picture Pie
Developing Essential Understanding of Expressions, Equations,
and Functions for Teaching Mathematics in Grades 6-8
A compendium of more than 240 classroom-tested lessons, this essential resource
helps teachers build student understanding and skills and understand how children
best learn math. In this third edition, Marilyn Burns has completely revised the first
section to reflect what she has learned over the years from her classroom
experience with students and her professional development experience with
teachers. This section has also been expanded to address these important topics:
teaching math vocabulary, incorporating writing into math instruction, linking
assessment and instruction, and using children's literature to teach key math
concepts. In an entirely new section, Marilyn addresses a wide range of questions
she has received over the years from elementary and middle school teachers
regarding classroom management and instructional issues.

Whatever It Takes
Written by leaders in the field, this best-selling book will guide teachers as they
help all Pre-K -- 8 learners make sense of math by supporting their own
mathematical understanding and effective planning and instruction. Elementary
and Middle School Mathematics: Teaching Developmentallywas written to help
teacher candidates and practicing teachers understand mathematics and become
more confident in their ability to teach the subject to children in pre-K through
eighth grade. Structured for easy reference, offering 23 chapters reflecting the
latest research to consult throughout one's teaching career, the revised edition
infuses NCTM and Common Core State Standards with the benefits of problembased mathematics instruction. The Eighth Edition better prepares teachers to
teach mathematics to all learners by including new strategies for English language
learners and students with disabilities. The amount of coverage relating to
mathematics in early childhood has been increased. More activities infusing
technology and samples of authentic student work are introduced. Increased
emphasis on formative assessment, showcased with an icon and notes throughout,
guide teachers to master this difficult practice.

George Washington's Socks
Shapes, Shapes, Shapes
Why do some equations have one solution, others two or even more solutions and
some no solutions? Why do we sometimes need to ""switch"" the direction of an
inequality symbol in solving an inequality? What could you say if a student
described a function as an equation? How much do you knowand how much do you
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need to know? Helping your students develop a robust understanding of
expressions, equations and functions requires that you understand this
mathematics deeply. But what does that mean? This book focuses on essential
knowledge for teachers about expressions, equations and functions. It is organised
around five big ideas, supported by multiple smaller, interconnected ideas essential understandings. Taking you beyond a simple introduction to expressions,
equations and functions, the book will broaden and deepen your mathematical
understanding of one of the most challenging topics for students - and teachers. It
will help you engage your students, anticipate their perplexities, avoid pitfalls and
dispel misconceptions. You will also learn to develop appropriate tasks, techniques
and tools for assessing students' understanding of the topic. Focus on the ideas
that you need to understand thoroughly to teach confidently.

Common Core Standards for High School English Language Arts
Written by Stephen Hake, author of the Saxon Middle Grades programs, Saxon
Intermediate 3 is ideal for students looking for a textbook approach that provides a
smooth transistion into Math 5/4. It is also helpful for students who are coming to
Saxon from other programs. Math Intermediate 3 teaches mathematical concepts
through informative lessons, helpful diagrams, and interactive activities and
investigations.

Teaching Student-Centered Mathematics
An intensive course of study designed to help intermediate-grade students
understand, respond to, and learn from nonfiction text.

"Why Won't You Just Tell Us the Answer?"
Reproduction of the original: Antoine of Oregon by James Otis

Direct Instruction Mathematics
Join Sir Cumference, Lady Di of Ameter, and their son Radius for wordplay, puns,
and problem solving in this geometry-packed math adventure. King Arthur was a
good ruler, but now he needs a good ruler. What would you do if the neighboring
kingdom were threatening war? Naturally, you'd call your strongest and bravest
knights together to come up with a solution. But when your conference table
causes more problems than the threat of your enemy, you need expert help. Enter
Sir Cumference, his wife Lady Di of Ameter, and their son Radius. With the help of
the carpenter, Geo of Metry, this sharp-minded team designs the perfect table
conducive to discussing the perfect plan for peace. The first in Sir Cumference
series, SIR CUMFERENCE AND THE FIRST ROUND TABLE makes math fun and
accessible for everyone.

The Comprehension Toolkit
The noted actress retells this lively, well-paced and involving version of a Liberian
folktale.
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Glencoe Math, Course 1, Student Edition
Two Ways to Count to Ten
Middle school students consolidate their understanding of integers and rational
numbers, increasing their facility with fractions, decimals, and percents and
encountering proportionality. This book shows how students can explore these
important ideas in such diverse activities as exchanging currency and using area
models to develop algorithms for multiplying and dividing fractions. Underlying
each activity is the belief that students learn best when they build computational
fluency on a firm conceptual foundation. The supplemental CD-ROM features
interactive electronic activities, master copies of activity pages for students, and
additional readings for teachers. --Publisher.

Mathematical Mindsets
"This resource supports new and experienced educators who want to prepare for
and design purposeful number talks for their students; the author demonstrates
how to develop grade-level-specific strategies for addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division. Includes connections to national standards, a DVD,
reproducibles, bibliography, and index"--Provided by publisher.

Out of the Dust
Single User e-Book DVD for Teaching Student-Centered Mathematics, Grades 3-5
brings John Van de Walle's best-selling professional development series to life and
is designed for use by individual educators. The single user e-Book DVD gives
grade 3 through grade 5 pre-service and in-service teachers quick and easy access
to Teaching Student-Centered Mathematics: Grades 3-5 along with interactive tools
for teaching and professional development resources. The single user e-Book DVD
includes one license, additional materials may be purchased separately. Based on
John Van de Walle's leading K-8 mathematics methods textbook, Elementary and
Middle School Mathematics, the professional development e-Book series helps
teachers develop a deeper understanding of the mathematics they teach and is
organized into three grade-band volumes. The interactive e-Books bring the
student-centered, problem-based approach to life through embedded classroom
videos, author interviews, virtual workshops and more. The e-Books Series is
professional development with John Van de Walle, anywhere, anytime! The Single
User e-Book DVD includes one license for use by an individual educator. The
printed book is sold separately. The grade-band e-Book DVD allows you to click
and: Observe lessons in action through video of classrooms See excerpts from John
Van de Walle's professional development sessions without leaving the comfort of
your home or school Hear John Van de Walle (late) speak about the Big Ideas in
every chapter through a series of personal interviews Access tips and activities you
can use in your classroom The e-Book DVD series is based on the best-selling Van
de Walle Professional Mathematics Series, which features: Numerous problembased activities in every content chapter are a fantastic resource for in-service
teachers. "Big Ideas" provide clear and succinct explanations of the most critical
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concepts in K-3 mathematics. "Assessment Notes" illustrate how assessment is an
integral part of instruction and suggest the most successful assessment strategies.
Expanded lessons elaborate on one activity in each chapter, providing techniques
for creating step-by-step lesson plans for classroom implementation. NCTM Stan
dards appendices provide information on the content and professional standards.
Reproducible blackline masters provide basic tools and copymasters for use in the
classroom. Activities at a Glance chart helps quickly and easily locaet appropriate
acti

Geometry
Vocabulary Links for English Language Development for grade 3, the updated
edition of the original book, features motivating lessons designed for ELLs and
other students who need to strengthen their vocabulary skills. Workbooks reinforce
knowledge of grade-level content words in science and social studies. Lessons
focus on tier 2 and tier 3 vocabulary as identified by the Common Core State
Standards. Vocabulary is taught using various modes of instruction, allowing for
multiple exposures. Taught words are presented in language that students are
familiar with, avoiding formal definitions. Teacher's guides are sold separately and
identify tier 2 and tier 3 vocabulary, Lexile® measures, and more.

Elementary and Middle School Mathematics
Note: This is the bound book only and does not include access to the Enhanced
Pearson eText. To order the Enhanced Pearson eText packaged with a bound book,
use ISBN 0134090691. Helping students make connections between mathematics
and their worlds–and helping them feel empowered to use math in their lives–is the
focus of this widely popular guide. Designed for classroom teachers, the book
focuses on specific grade bands and includes information on creating an effective
classroom environment, aligning teaching to various standards and practices, such
as the Common Core State Standards and NCTM’s teaching practices, and
engaging families. The first portion of the book addresses how to build a studentcentered environment in which children can become mathematically proficient,
while the second portion focuses on practical ways to teach important concepts in
a student-centered fashion. The new edition features a corresponding Enhanced
Pearson eText version with links to embedded videos, blackline masters,
downloadable teacher resource and activity pages, lesson plans, activities
correlated to the CCSS, and tables of common errors and misconceptions.
Invigorate learning with the Enhanced Pearson eText The Enhanced Pearson eText
provides a rich, interactive learning environment designed to improve student
mastery of content with the following multimedia features: NEW! Embedded
videos. The Enhanced Pearson eText now includes links to videos throughout the
text that provide examples of students' misconceptions, expand on key concepts,
and demonstrate how to implement strategies and techniques in real classrooms.
NEW! Downloadable Teacher Resource and Activity Pages that support teaching
activities such as formative assessment and team-building are now available in the
Enhanced Pearson eText at the point of use. NEW! Downloadable Blackline Masters
in Part 2 Chapters. Readers may download Blackline Masters that support the
activities and Expanded Lessons by clicking on hyperlinks embedded in the
Enhanced Pearson eText. Appendix E includes a list of the Blackline Masters and a
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thumbnail version of each. *The Enhanced eText features are only available in the
Pearson eText format. They are not available in third-party eTexts or downloads.
*The Pearson eText App is available on Google Play and in the App Store. It
requires Android OS 3.1-4, a 7” or 10” tablet, or iPad iOS 5.0 or later.

Gooney Bird on the Map
Dissatisfied with its shape, a triangle keeps asking the local shapeshifter to add
more lines and angles until it doesn't know which side is up.

Teaching Student-Centered Mathematics - Grades K-3
Written to help teachers deepen their understanding of the mathematics they
teach, the authors present a concise description of the mathematical ideas
encountered in the elementary grades. Each of the book's 13 chapters focuses on
an important math topic, and interspersed throughout each chapter are many
activities that bring to life the mathematical information presented.

Vocabulary Links
Adding It Up explores how students in pre-K through 8th grade learn mathematics
and recommends how teaching, curricula, and teacher education should change to
improve mathematics learning during these critical years. The committee identifies
five interdependent components of mathematical proficiency and describes how
students develop this proficiency. With examples and illustrations, the book
presents a portrait of mathematics learning: Research findings on what children
know about numbers by the time they arrive in pre-K and the implications for
mathematics instruction. Details on the processes by which students acquire
mathematical proficiency with whole numbers, rational numbers, and integers, as
well as beginning algebra, geometry, measurement, and probability and statistics.
The committee discusses what is known from research about teaching for
mathematics proficiency, focusing on the interactions between teachers and
students around educational materials and how teachers develop proficiency in
teaching mathematics.

Discovering Our Past
Every major measure of students' historical understanding since 1917 has
demonstrated that students do not retain, understand, or enjoy their school
experiences with history. Bruce Lesh believes that this is due to the way we teach
history -- lecture and memorization. Over the last fifteen years, Bruce has refined a
method of teaching history that mirrors the process used by historians, where
students are taught to ask questions of evidence and develop historical
explanations. --from publisher description.
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